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PART ONE

Opening titles

FADE IN:

1 1INT. AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL TOWER - AFTERNOON
(AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER, ALASKA, NOVEMBER, SHIFT SUPERVISOR)

We hear the bustle of busy air traffic control tower.  This
is for continental traffic rather than airport traffic, so
flights are simply accepted and then passed on to the next
area of control.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER and SHIFT SUPERVISOR, brothers-in-
law, were at a party the night before and had a good time. 
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER maybe had a little too much of a good
time, but is in good form and doesn't let a little hangover
bother him much.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <1>
Alaska Three Eight Five, adjust
altitude to thirty thousand feet,
maintain present heading and speed.

ALASKA (V.O.) <2>
(Over radio)

Alaska Three Eight Five, adjusting
altitude to thirty thousand feet,
maintaining present heading and speed.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <3>
November Two Two Four, you have
traffic approaching from one one
five.  Turn left to zero five zero
and adjust altitude to five thousand
feet.

NOVEMBER (V.O.) <4>
(Over radio)

November Two Two Four, turn left to
zero five zero and adjust altitude
to five thousand feet.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <5>
Trans-Continental Seven Five Nine
Heavy: Turn left to two five zero
and maintain present altitude.  Switch
to frequency one one zero point five. 
Have a good day.

(CONTINUED)
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1 CONTINUED: 1

759 HEAVY (V.O.) <6>
(Over radio)

Trans-Continental Seven Five Nine
Heavy, turn left to two five zero,
maintain present altitude.  Switching
to one one zero point five.  Thank
you, control.

SHIFT SUPERVISOR approaches Air Traffic Controller and sees
the myrrad of traffic on Air Traffic Controller's screen.

SHIFT SUPERVISOR <7>
Looks like they all decided to gang
up on you today.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <8>
I didn't know today was a holiday.

SHIFT SUPERVISOR <9>
It isn't.  They must have heard you
sing at the party last night and
wanted to hear your gorgeous voice.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <10>
Don't you have someone you could be
bothering right now?

SHIFT SUPERVISOR <11>
I do.  You.

(Slaps Air Traffic
Controller's back)

How's that head of yours?

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <12>
Not so bad when I don't have someone
breathing down my neck and yelling
in my ear.

SHIFT SUPERVISOR <13>
I'm not yelling.

(Yells)
This is yelling!

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <14>
Ow!  Stop that!

SHIFT SUPERVISOR <15>
(Laughs)

(CONTINUED)
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1 CONTINUED: (2) 1

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <16>
I swear, they can hear you without a
radio.

SHIFT SUPERVISOR <17>
I told you you shouldn't drink so
much when you have work the next
day.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <18>
Then maybe you shouldn't have been
pouring me so many.

SHIFT SUPERVISOR <19>
What, and miss this opportunity?

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <20>
Do you know why Air Traffic
Controllers have so much stress? 
You.  It's all you.

SHIFT SUPERVISOR <21>
All right, all right.  I've had enough
fun for now anyway.  But I'll be
back.  I'm not done with you yet.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <22>
I'll tell your wife how mean you are
to me.

SHIFT SUPERVISOR <23>
This was her idea.

+P leans over to Air Traffic Controller

+P <24>
This is why you shouldn't work for
your brother-in-law.

ALASKA (V.O.) <25>
Alaska Three Eight Five, do you have
any traffic in our vicinity.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <26>
Alaska Three Eight Five, my scope is
reading...

A blip appears on the screen.  It has no transponder.

(CONTINUED)
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1 CONTINUED: (3) 1

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER (CONT'D) <27>
Alaska Three Eight Five, stand by.

(Looks at monitor)
Alaska Three Eight Five, I'm tracking
an unknown target at your two o'clock,
forty thousand feet and descending.

ALASKA (V.O.) <28>
Roger control, we're seeing something
in that vicinity.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <29>
Can you identify type?

ALASKA (V.O.) <30>
Negative.  It's emitting some of the
strongest anti-collision lights I've
ever seen.  It also appears to be in
some distress.  I'm seeing a smoke
trail in its wake.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <31>
Could this be some kind of meteor?

ALASKA (V.O.) <32>
I don't think so, control.  It's
movement is erratic.  I don't think
a meteor can do that.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER turns around.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <33>
Shift Supervisor please.

SHIFT SUPERVISOR <34>
(Approaching)

What's the problem?

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <35>
I'm tracking an unknown in Alaska
Three Eight Five's airspace.

SHIFT SUPERVISOR <36>
They're too close together!

Air Traffic Conflict Alarm sounds.  This is a warning sound
that indicates traffic is too close to each other.

(CONTINUED)
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1 CONTINUED: (4) 1

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <37>
(Urgent)

Alaska Three Eight Five break left
and descend to twenty-five thousand.

ALASKA (V.O.) <38>
What the heck is going on?!

SHIFT SUPERVISOR <39>
(To associate)

Becky, get that military base on the
phone and see if they have anything
up there!

ALASKA (V.O.) <40>
Control, the target is still closing
on us.  Request permission to continue
decent and adjust flight path.

SHIFT SUPERVISOR <41>
Is he aiming for them?

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <42>
Use your discretion, Alaska.

ALASKA (V.O.) <43>
Our discretion, roger.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <44>
One thousand feet.

SHIFT SUPERVISOR <45>
It's on top of him!

ALASKA (V.O.) <46>
What is that thing?!

Static.

SHIFT SUPERVISOR <47>
Alaska!

Beat

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER calmly and professional tries to raise
Alaska.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <48>
Alaska Three Eight Five, Control.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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1 CONTINUED: (5) 1

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER (CONT'D) <49>
(No answer)

Alaska Three Eight Five, Control. 
Do you read?

SHIFT SUPERVISOR <50>
Target's gone, but Alaska's still on
the scope.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <51>
Alaska Three Eight Five, Control. 
Do you copy?

Static, then clear.

ALASKA (V.O.) <52>
Control, Alaska Three Eight Five. 
We're here.  A little shaken, but
we're were.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <53>
Alaska Three Eight Five, do you want
to--[report a UFO]

Phone rings.

SHIFT SUPERVISOR <54>
Hold that.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <55>
What?

SHIFT SUPERVISOR <56>
I said wait.

SHIFT SUPERVISOR answers phone.

SHIFT SUPERVISOR (CONT'D) <57>
Boise control.

(Listens)
Yes we did.

(Listens)
Well, everyone here and one crew at
least.

(Listens)
All right.

Hangs up.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <58>
What was that about?

(CONTINUED)
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1 CONTINUED: (6) 1

SHIFT SUPERVISOR <59>
It was a meteor.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <60>
What?  You've got to be kidding. 
You saw that thing dancing around on
the scope.  And Alaska said--

SHIFT SUPERVISOR <61>
It was a meteor.  That's the end of
it.  Put Alaska back on course and
get back to work.

Shift Supervisor walks away.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <62>
(Confused)

Alaska Three Eight Five, climb to
thirty thousand feet and return to
flight plan.

ALASKA (V.O.) <63>
Alaska Three Eight Five, climbing to
thirty thousand feet and returning
to flight plan.  What about--?

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLER <64>
I have no further information for
you, Alaska.

ALASKA (V.O.) <65>
(Confused)

Roger that, control.  Alaska Three
Eight Five, out.

FADE OUT:

FADE IN:

2 2INT. TARDIS CORRIDOR - INFLIGHT
(KEVIN, KATHY)

KEVIN is lost again.  Trying to make his way back to the
console room, he is doing his best to hide his embarrassment. 
Still, when the ship is infinite in size, it's hard to
remember every little detail.

KEVIN <66>
Hello?  Is anyone there?

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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2 CONTINUED: 2

KEVIN (CONT'D) <67>
(Grumbling)

Anyone but the Doctor, that is?
(Out lout)

Okay, even the Doctor.  Look, you
may think this is funny, but I've
been down here in these corridors
for seven hours.  I can't find my
way back, I'm sure you've had a good
laugh, but I'm tired and want lunch. 
You're both probably watching me on
the monitor and having a good laugh. 
Well good for you.  Laughter is good
for the cardiovascular system.  But
if you want someone to find their
way around here, you should at least
make one corridor different from the
other!  I mean, look at this!  The
walls are all the same!  How do you
expect anyone to find their way around
here?!  I've passed this one spot
eighteen times!  Do you know how I
know that?  Because this is where I
banged my head in frustration!

(Sighs.  Talks to
himself)

That's it.  I'm doomed.  I'll spend
the rest of my life wandering the
Tardis halls like some sort of ghost. 
Oh well, maybe after sixty years or
so I'll die and be condemned to haunt
a hall of mirrors.  At least that
would be a step up!

(Grunts in frustration)

KATHY hears Kevin in the distance

KATHY (O.S.) <68>
Kevin?

KEVIN <69>
Kathy?  Oh thank goodness a human!

KATHY <70>
(Approached)

There you are.  Where've you been?

KEVIN <71>
Taking in the sights?

(CONTINUED)
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2 CONTINUED: (2) 2

KATHY <72>
You got lost again, didn't you?

KEVIN <73>
That obvious, huh?

KATHY <74>
The frustration is written all over
your face.

KEVIN <75>
You're not going to tell the Doctor,
are you?

KATHY <76>
Oh course not.  I need to keep this
favour in reserve for when I need
it.

KEVIN <77>
Blackmail is a sign of insecurity
complicated with a need for over-
compensation.

KATHY <78>
Over-analysis is a sign of an inflated
ego.

KEVIN <79>
Who told you that?!

KATHY <80>
You did when you were annoyed with
me doing exactly what you do.

KEVIN <81>
But I'm a professional.

KATHY <82>
We'd better get back to the Doctor
before his own ego has a meltdown.

KEVIN <83>
What does he want?

KATHY <84>
What does he ever want?  We're to
bask in his scientific genius as he
demonstrates some grand
discovery/invention/theory/whatever

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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2 CONTINUED: (3) 2

KATHY (CONT'D) <85>
gobbledegook he's come up with that
no mere mortal will understand.

KEVIN <86>
He really needs to address his issues
with his master id.  It's driving
him to--

KATHY <87>
You know, the Doctor hates it when
you try to psychoanalyze him.

KEVIN <88>
(Smiles)

I know.  It really gets under his
skin.

KATHY <89>
(Smiles)

I can watch it all day.  Come on, we
don't want to keep him waiting.

Kathy and Kevin go off to the console room

FADE OUT:

FADE IN:

3 3INT. TARDIS CONSOLE ROOM - INFLIGHT
(DOCTOR, KEVIN, KATHY)

The DOCTOR is at the console as KATHY and KEVIN enter.

DOCTOR <90>
Ah, there you are.  Took you long
enough.

KEVIN <91>
We were just--

DOCTOR <92>
Lost, yes I know.

KEVIN <93>
How did you know?

KATHY <94>
I didn't say anything.  And you still
owe me that favour.

(CONTINUED)
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3 CONTINUED: 3

DOCTOR <95>
It takes at least two hundred years
to learn your way around the old
ship.  It is infinite, you know.  Or
did you not pay attention when I
mentioned that?

KEVIN <96>
(Rolls eyes)

Oh, Doctor, you know we hang on every
word you say.

DOCTOR <97>
Good man.  Maybe I should do something
about that, though.  Lost a few
assistants that way.

KEVIN <98>
(Aside to Kathy)

Permanently?

KATHY <99>
(Aside to Kevin)

I've been too afraid to ask.

DOCTOR <100>
Maybe tie a piece of yarn to the
console door.  I used to have a fairly
long scarf for that.  Had quite a
flair.  Been thinking about taking
up the style again.

KATHY <101>
(Clears throat)

You wanted to show us something,
Doctor?

DOCTOR <102>
Did I?  Oh, yes I did.  That was
minutes ago.  Moment's passed.  That's
the way it is with discoveries.  You
have to open the door when it knocks
or it moves on.

KEVIN <103>
(Forced smiles)

And what was it?

DOCTOR <104>
A strange energy flare.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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3 CONTINUED: (2) 3

DOCTOR (CONT'D) <105>
Right above Earth's atmosphere. 
Never seen anything like it before.

KATHY <106>
Something that takes you by surprise? 
That's important enough to notice.

DOCTOR <107>
What I meant was that this was unusual
for the area.  It was artificial. 
And for 1982, really shouldn't be in
this vicinity.  Unless Earth has
discovered primitive wormhole
technology in the late 20th century. 
Did they?

KEVIN <108>
No.

KATHY <109>
No.

DOCTOR <110>
No, I didn't think so.  Must have
been some anomaly.  Perhaps a passing
Ganti taking a look and deciding on
a different neighborhood instead.

Console beeps.  Energy flare is back.

KATHY <111>
(Points)

Was that it?

DOCTOR <112>
Yes, exactly.  How did you do that?

KATHY <113>
I didn't...  Why do I let him bait
me?

KEVIN <114>
You enjoy it.

KATHY <115>
I'm going to leave you down there
next time.

(CONTINUED)
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3 CONTINUED: (3) 3

DOCTOR <116>
Hush.

(Looks)
That's no energy flare.  That's
directed.  It is a wormhole!  I was
right!

Screen opens

KEVIN <117>
Is something coming through it?

DOCTOR <118>
Yes.  A ship.

Wormhole closes

KATHY <119>
Just the one it looks like.

DOCTOR <120>
It's going to crash on the Earth!

KEVIN <121>
What do we do?

DOCTOR <122>
What do we do?  What do you think we
do?  We follow it and see if there
are any survivors!

Doctor throws some switches and the Tardis moves off to where
the ship will land.

FADE OUT:

FADE IN:

4 4EXT. NEVADA DESERT - DAY
(COURTLAND, EDDIC, STARK)

There is the burning wreakge of a crashing ship.  Military
vehicles immediately arrive and surround the area.

COL. STARK approaches with GENERAL COURTLAND

COURTLAND <123>
Not one of ours?

STARK <124>
Not one of ours, sir.  American or...

(CONTINUED)
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4 CONTINUED: 4

COURTLAND <125>
Or?

STARK <126>
That's the problem, general.  We're
not entirely sure it's one of
ours...human.

Beat

STARK hands COURTLAND a transcript of the data from Boise
Control.  COURTLAND quickly looks it over.

COURTLAND <127>
Russian?

(Beat...reaching)
Chinese?

STARK <128>
Not if the tracking data is accurate. 
And we know it is.  Boise followed
this thing down through the atmosphere
until it landed here.

COURTLAND <129>
How did NASA not see it coming?

STARK <130>
We have a call out to those boys at
UNIT.  That was the second question
I asked them.

COURTLAND <131>
And what was the first?

STARK <132>
Same thing you're asking me.

(Turns to object)
What the devil is that thing?

A strange sound comes from the crashed ship, like a hatch
unscrewing.

COURTLAND <133>
What's that?!

STARK <134>
(Calling)

Sergeant of the Guard!

(CONTINUED)
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4 CONTINUED: (2) 4

Everyone pulls their guns and aims at the craft, waiting for
what might happen next.

STARK (CONT'D) <135>
Blasted War of the Worlds.

COURTLAND <136>
Maybe we should all get ready to
sneeze on them, right colonel?

Hatch falls open.

STARK <137>
Some kind of hatch?  Something inside
trying to get out?

COURTLAND <138>
Stand by to fire.

STARK <139>
(To radio)

All units, stand by to fire.

Something begins to crawl out

COURTLAND <140>
There's someone in there!

STARK <141>
Something!

COURTLAND <142>
I think it's dying.

(To Stark)
Come with me.

STARK <143>
Yes, sir.

COURTLAND and STARK approach the ship

COURTLAND <144>
I am General Adam Courtland, United
States Army.

EDDIC <145>
(Weak, terrified)

Help me!  They are coming!

(CONTINUED)
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4 CONTINUED: (3) 4

COURTLAND <146>
"They"?  Who are "they"?

FADE OUT:

FADE IN:

5 5EXT. NEVADA DESERT - DAY
(DOCTOR, KEVIN, KATHY, STARK)

A couple days later, the crash site has been secure and
cordoned off.  TARDIS mats.  The DOCTOR, KATHY, and KEVIN
exit.

KEVIN <147>
I can't imagine anyone survived this
crash.

DOCTOR <148>
You'd be surprised.  Besides, what
we were tracking wasn't a ship, but
an escape pod.  Fortified to take a
bump or two.  Or twelve.

KATHY <149>
It looks like everyone's come and
gone.

DOCTOR <150>
(Surprised)

Hmm?

KATHY <151>
Well, look.  No fire, not even smoke. 
Lots of tyre tracks, but do you see
anyone here?

KEVIN <152>
She's right.  I thought you said
you'd land us right after the crash.

DOCTOR <153>
(Fidgets)

I may have been off by a couple
minutes.

KATHY <154>
A couple thousand.  This has to be a
days later.

(CONTINUED)
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5 CONTINUED: 5

DOCTOR <155>
Two at the most.  Three.  Five.

KEVIN <156>
What do we expect to find?  It looks
like the authorities must have made
off with all the good stuff.

DOCTOR <157>
"Good stuff"?  We're not treasure
hunters.  Even in the hollow shell
that's left, there's a wealth of
information.

KEVIN <158>
Such as?

The DOCTOR walks over to the pod and examines it.

DOCTOR <159>
Well, for one, this came from the
other side of the universe.

KATHY <160>
Other side of the universe?  How is
that even possible?

DOCTOR <161>
Wormhole.  You saw it yourself. 
Doesn't take much power.  Properly
aligned, you can travel almost
anywhere with the energy it takes to
run a light bulb.

KEVIN <162>
Wave of the future.

DOCTOR <163>
Not really.  Remarkably unstable
phenomena.  I wouldn't send my second-
worst enemy down one.

KATHY <164>
What would creatures from the other
side of the universe want with Earth?

DOCTOR <165>
I do wish you would stop referring
to alien life as "creatures".

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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5 CONTINUED: (2) 5

DOCTOR (CONT'D) <166>
You do realize it's all a matter of
perspective, don't you?  To every
one else, you're the alien creature.

KATHY <167>
(Smiles)

Not on Earth.

DOCTOR <168>
Yes...not on Earth.  Point taken. 
But do try to broaden your horizons,
even a little bit, hmm?

KEVIN spots something.

KEVIN <169>
Doctor...this thing has a chair.

DOCTOR <170>
Well of course it does.  It is an
escape pod, after all.

KEVIN <171>
Yes, but isn't it important that I
recognize it as a chair?

DOCTOR <172>
Why?  Do you want a gold star or
something?

KEVIN <173>
(Sighs)

I mean...doesn't this mean that the
creature -- thing -- "alien" is at
least humanoid, bipedal?

DOCTOR <174>
(Impressed)

You're right.  That's a very important
find.

KATHY <175>
(Teasing)

Here's your gold star.

KEVIN <176>
Stop that!

(CONTINUED)
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5 CONTINUED: (3) 5

DOCTOR <177>
And no signs of blood.  Meaning our
friend might have survived the crash.

Army truck approaches.

KATHY <178>
I think we have company.

KEVIN <179>
Military.

DOCTOR <180>
Annoyances.

KEVIN <181>
Ah hem.

DOCTOR <182>
Present company excluded.

Truck comes to stop and M.P.s along with COL. STARK approach.

STARK <183>
Stay where you are!

DOCTOR, KATHY, and KEVIN put their hands up.

KATHY <184>
We have every intention of
cooperating.

DOCTOR <185>
Yes, exactly.

KEVIN <186>
We do?  That makes a nice change.

STARK <187>
You are in a restricted area.

DOCTOR <188>
I gathered that.  The alien escape
pod was a dead giveaway.

STARK <189>
How did you get past the quarantine
zone?

DOCTOR <190>
We didn't see it.  Just wandered in.

(CONTINUED)
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5 CONTINUED: (4) 5

STARK gets into DOCTOR'S face

STARK <191>
If you're going to lie, I'll just
have you shot right here.

DOCTOR <192>
We have authorization.

KEVIN <193>
We do?

DOCTOR <194>
Yes...  You're ID.  Show it to him.

KEVIN <195>
(Not understanding)

My...?

DOCTOR <196>
This is Lt. Kevin Vasavious, United
Nations Intelligence Taskforce.

KEVIN <197>
(Clues in)

Yes!  Here.  You'll see it's all in
order.

KEVIN hands over his ID

DOCTOR <198>
I think you'll find that UNIT has
jurisdiction over all alien contact.

STARK <199>
Not in the United States.

DOCTOR <200>
Really?  Is that where we are?  I
should have looked at the coordinates
better before we left the Tardis.

STARK <201>
Into the truck, all of you.  I'll
verify each of your credentials before
deciding what to do with you.

KATHY <202>
Actually, I'm not a member of UNIT.

(CONTINUED)
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5 CONTINUED: (5) 5

STARK <203>
Well, then you'll be easier to deal
with then, won't you.

KATHY <204>
(To herself)

I suppose so...

STARK <205>
(Points)

Inside.

They all climb into the truck and it moves off to the nearby
base.

FADE OUT:

FADE IN:

6 6INT. MILITARY BASE - LATER
(COURTLAND, DOCTOR, KEVIN, KATHY, STARK)

The DOCTOR, KATHY, and KEVIN are placed in a room where they
are to be interrogated.  The door closes as COURTLAND and
STARK take chairs facing them.

DOCTOR <206>
So, the usual?  Name, rank, serial
number?  That sort of thing?

COURTLAND <207>
Been through this before?

KATHY <208>
More times than I can count.

KEVIN <209>
Not helping.

STARK <210>
You're not those UFO conspiracy buffs. 
Lt. Vasavious' credentials check
out.  Miss Williams, we can't find
any information about you.

KATHY <211>
(Knowingly)

Can't you?

(CONTINUED)
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6 CONTINUED: 6

STARK <212>
The Doctor, however, is the one that
is the most interesting.

DOCTOR <213>
That's what a lot of people say.

COURTLAND <214>
UNIT was very insistent on verifying
your identity, but would not provide
any information about you, including
your name.  They also sent us several
documents, asking us to identify
which one was you.

COURTLAND spreads out several files, each having a picture
of a different incarnation of the Doctor.

KATHY points to one of the pictures.

KATHY <215>
This was always my favourite version
of you.  The one with the fancy dress. 
There was a Doctor with flair.

STARK <216>
So I take it "Doctor" is a code name.

DOCTOR <217>
Something like that.

COURTLAND <218>
While UNIT tried to make a good bluff,
the fact is they did not send you
here.

DOCTOR <219>
(Beat)

Not as such.

COURTLAND <220>
Then why are you here?

DOCTOR <221>
The same reason you're here.  To
find out where that escape pod came
from and why it landed here.

STARK <222>
Now that is very interesting.

(CONTINUED)
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6 CONTINUED: (2) 6

DOCTOR <223>
What is?

STARK <224>
(Leans in)

Who ever said it was an escape pod?

DOCTOR <225>
(Smiles)

Didn't you know?

COURTLAND picks up the phone and calls the crash site

COURTLAND <226>
This is General Courtland.  Get me
Colonel Thompson at the crash site.

STARK <227>
(To Doctor)

Tell us everything you know.

DOCTOR <228>
Unfortunately, that is all I know. 
You stopped me before I could get a
better look.

STARK <229>
Why don't I believe you?

KATHY <230>
That's what a lot of people say about
him, too.

COURTLAND hangs up the phone, concerned.

COURTLAND <231>
No one from the crash site is
answering.

DOCTOR <232>
Maybe they all went out for tea.  I
could use some.  Ginger honey?

STARK <233>
If you think this is funny...

DOCTOR <234>
Am I laughing?

(CONTINUED)
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6 CONTINUED: (3) 6

COURTLAND <235>
(To Stark)

Get over to the site.  Find out what
happened.

STARK gets up and leaves.

COURTLAND (CONT'D) <236>
(To Doctor)

If you had anything to do with this...

DOCTOR <237>
You'd better hope we did.  Otherwise
consider the alternative...

FADE OUT:

FADE IN:

7 7EXT. NEVADA DESERT - LATER
(STARK)

STARK arrives in a military vehicle.  It comes to a stop and
STARK exits.  Where a military setup should be, instead he
finds ransacked and destroyed tents and equipment, along
with signs of a battle.

STARK keys the mike to his radio to report in.

STARK <238>
(To radio)

Ramjet, this is Colonel Stark.  You're
not going to believe this...

CUT TO:

8 8INT. COMM ROOM - MOMENTS LATER
(COURTLAND, EDDIC, STARK)

COURTLAND is listening to STARK over the radio.

COURTLAND <239>
Say again, Colonel?  Where is
everyone?

STARK (V.O.) <240>
Gone, sir.  Don't know.  No bodies,
but something definitely happened
here.  There are scorch marks all
over.

(CONTINUED)
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8 CONTINUED: 8

COURTLAND <241>
From detonations?

STARK (V.O.) <242>
No.  I don't know how to describe
it.  More like something you'd see
in the movies.  But sir, there's no
one here.  Not a soul.

EDDIC (O.S.) <243>
(Terrified)

They're here!  They're here!!!!!

FADE OUT:

Cliffhanger

FADE IN:

9 9INT. MILITARY BASE - CONTINUOUS
(DOCTOR, KEVIN, KATHY)

The DOCTOR, KATHY, and KEVIN have been left alone, locked in
the room.  KEVIN is pacing, worried.

KATHY <244>
You need to sit down, Kevin.  You're
constant pacing is making me nervous.

DOCTOR <245>
They promised tea.  I wouldn't have
been so cooperative if they hadn't
promised tea.

KEVIN <246>
If he mentions tea one more time, I
swear--

KATHY <247>
It's like they've forgotten us.

DOCTOR <248>
It seems there's more to that crash
site than we first thought.

KATHY <249>
How do you mean?

(CONTINUED)
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9 CONTINUED: 9

DOCTOR <250>
That Stark fellow must have found
something when he went there.  Or
not found something.  Otherwise they'd
have been back long ago.

KEVIN <251>
He makes a point.

DOCTOR <252>
Everything I say has a point.  Haven't
you realized that by now?

KATHY <253>
I'd say it's time we got out of here.

KEVIN <254>
Door is still locked from the outside.

DOCTOR <255>
And they took my sonic screwdriver.

KATHY <256>
You've become too reliant on that
thing.

Alarms start to ring.

DOCTOR <257>
What's that?

KEVIN <258>
There's something going on outside. 
I hear a lot of commotion.

The sounds of people shouting, running about, starts to be
heard.

KATHY <259>
What's going on out there?

A monster suddenly zaps into the room.

KEVIN <260>
What is that thing?!

Another monster zaps in

KATHY <261>
There's another!

(CONTINUED)
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9 CONTINUED: (2) 9

And another monster zaps in

DOCTOR <262>
That's three of them!

Monsters close in on them

KEVIN <263>
They're coming for us!

DOCTOR <264>
And we're locked in...!

Cliffhanger.  Roll credits
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PART TWO

Opening titles.  Repeat cliffhanger

10 10INT. MILITARY BASE - CONTINUOUS
(COURTLAND, DOCTOR, KEVIN, KATHY)

The creatures continue to surround everyone.

Beat as the creatures just stand there, looking around, taking
in the surroundings.

KATHY <265>
They're just standing there.  Why
don't they attack?

KEVIN <266>
What, are you disappointed or
something?

DOCTOR <267>
Do be quiet for a moment.  This is
very interesting.

Another beat and the creatures vanish as suddenly as they
appeared.

KEVIN <268>
They're gone.

DOCTOR <269>
If only I had another minute or so
with them.  I'm sure I could figure
out what species they were.

The alarm and commotion outside the room stop as it appears
the creatures have vanished altogether.

KATHY <270>
The commotion outside has stopped.

DOCTOR <271>
It would seem we weren't the only
ones to have this visitation.

KEVIN <272>
I wonder how many of them were there.

KATHY <273>
All they did was just stare at us.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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10 CONTINUED: 10

KATHY (CONT'D) <274>
Maybe they were surprised we were
here?

DOCTOR <275>
They're weren't just looking at us. 
They were looking all over.

KEVIN <276>
What does that mean?  Not an invasion
force?

DOCTOR <277>
An advanced scout, perhaps?

KATHY <278>
I don't know, Doctor.  They didn't
seem to be just taking in the scenery. 
They were more focused than that.

DOCTOR <279>
Very good observation, Kathy.  They
did seem to pass over us rather
quickly.  As if we weren't relevant. 
Why wouldn't the native species be
relevant if they planned to invade?

KEVIN <280>
Maybe we weren't the ones they were
looking for.

DOCTOR <281>
You may be right.  But we're not
going to get any answers just standing
around here.

The door suddenly opens and COURTLAND is there.

COURTLAND <282>
Any of you harmed?

DOCTOR <283>
Just the man I wanted to see.

COURTLAND <284>
Do you know anything about those
monsters that were just here?

DOCTOR <285>
No.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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10 CONTINUED: (2) 10

DOCTOR (CONT'D) <286>
But I'm willing to bet they had
something to do with that crashed
escape pod of yours.

COURTLAND <287>
Why do you think that?

DOCTOR <288>
Do you have many monsters just popping
up around here or are you insulting
my intelligence?  Now we're wasting
time.  I've told you everything I
know so far about that alien craft
you have.  Perhaps it's time you
told me what you know, eh?

COURTLAND <289>
(reluctant)

The craft wasn't the only thing we
found.

KEVIN <290>
Oh?

COURTLAND <291>
It was...occupied.

DOCTOR <292>
By...?

COURTLAND <293>
Perhaps you could tell us that. 
Come with me.

The group walk out of the room.

FADE OUT:

FADE IN:

11 11INT. INFIRMARY
(COURTLAND, DOCTOR, KEVIN, KATHY)

The Infirmary has been quarantined.  It contains a single
occupant, the alien Eddic.

The DOCTOR, KATHY, KEVIN, and General COURTLAND enter.  EDDIC
is on a bed, unconscious, hooked up to various monitoring
devices.

(CONTINUED)
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11 CONTINUED: 11

COURTLAND <294>
He's in here.

(Ordering)
Everyone clear the room.

The doctors attending Eddic leave.

KATHY <295>
My word!

DOCTOR <296>
What have you done with him?

COURTLAND <297>
Nothing.  He was conscious when we
first found him, but that only lasted
for a minute.  We moved him here and
have been monitoring his vitals ever
since, but for the last few days
there hasn't been a peep, a blink,
nothing.

DOCTOR <298>
You probably don't even know what
you're looking at.

COURTLAND <299>
We don't.  Do you?

DOCTOR <300>
I wish I did.  But we're going to
need to get some answers if we have
any hope of finding out who he is,
why he's here, and what those other
things want with him.

KATHY <301>
So you think they were after...?

COURTLAND <302>
Eddic.

DOCTOR <303>
"Eddic?"

COURTLAND <304>
That's what he called himself before
he lost consciousness.

(CONTINUED)
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11 CONTINUED: (2) 11

DOCTOR <305>
Well, that's a step in the right
direction.  At least we won't have
to keep referring to him has "him".

KEVIN <306>
So what do we do?

DOCTOR <307>
"We"?  No no, "we" don't do anything. 
Kathy and I will tend to our new
best friend here.  You, on the other
hand, will see to the defense of
this base.

KEVIN <308>
Excuse me?

COURTLAND <309>
We have matters well in hand, Doctor.

DOCTOR <310>
No you don't, but I admire your
enthusiasm.  Lt. Vasavious here can
call in a vast amount of resources
from UNIT, and I'm afraid you may
need it.  There's a good fellow, off
you go.  Do your "military stuff"
and let us take care of Eddic here.

Courtland leaves.

KEVIN <311>
Doctor, I'm not a soldier, I'm a
psychiatrist.

KATHY <312>
So you can convince the aliens not
to invade.

KEVIN <313>
That's not what a psychiatrist does. 
It's my job to make them feel good
about being invaders.

KATHY <314>
(To Doctor)

Why do we even bring him along?

(CONTINUED)
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11 CONTINUED: (3) 11

DOCTOR <315>
I sometimes wonder that myself.

(To Kevin)
Look, the one thing the military is
good at is getting people killed. 
That's their job.  I need you to
keep things under control so we don't
end up with a whole lot of casualties
and an intergalactic war on our hands. 
Give them some busy work, make them
feel safe, and buy us some time to
try and sort this mess out.  Can you
do that?

KEVIN <316>
No.

DOCTOR <317>
(Happy)

I knew I could count on you!  There's
a good fellow.

COURTLAND (O.S.) <318>
Are you coming, Lt.?

KEVIN <319>
(Resigned)

Be right there.

Kevin leaves.

KATHY <320>
I can't believe they left us alone
with Eddic.

DOCTOR <321>
They didn't.  We're being watched. 
See?  There's a camera right there.

(Waves to camera)
Hello.

KATHY <322>
Well, I don't supposed you know what
to do with him, do you?

DOCTOR <323>
Me?  I thought you might have an
idea...

FADE OUT:

(CONTINUED)
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11 CONTINUED: (4) 11

FADE IN:

12 12INT. COURTLAND'S OFFICE - MOMENTS LATER
(COURTLAND, GROUP OF SOLDIERS, KEVIN)

KEVIN and COURTLAND enter.  There is already a contingent of
military personnel there waiting.  They stand at attention.

COURTLAND <324>
As you were.  This is Lt. Vasavious,
he'll be representing UNIT.  We're
going to be working with them as
they seem to have experience dealing
with...with whatever situation this
is.

KEVIN <325>
(Stepping up, trying
to act sure)

I'll need a line to Geneva and plans
of the complex here.  What we saw
was just a scouting expedition.  The
next time we see them, it will be
the real thing.

COURTLAND <326>
I've already ordered hardware on
rooftops, and we have the perimeter
dug in.

KEVIN <327>
General, we've seen what they are
capable of.  They can appear out of
nowhere and with no warning.  It's
rather pointless to set up a perimeter
when they can just pop in behind it.

COURTLAND <328>
You watch too many movies, Lieutenant. 
We are not a bunch of incompetents. 
I know very well what the enemy is
capable of.  But unless they intend
to invade one by one, they're going
to need to mount an assault.  And
that means an attack en mass, out in
the open.  Which is where I have set
up our defenses.

KEVIN <329>
(Respectful)

Point taken.

(CONTINUED)
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12 CONTINUED: 12

COURTLAND <330>
(To staff)

We can't ignore the obvious.  This
has to have something to do with the
crashed ship and the alien we have. 
If they want him that bad, it's
probably in our best interest that
we don't give it to them.

KEVIN <331>
With all due respect, General, we
don't exactly know what the connection
is yet.  This could just as easily
be a rescue mission for a downed
comrade.  But if we go in shooting
anything we see...

COURTLAND <332>
(Mulls it over)

Okay, no popping off the first Martian
you come across.  Hold fire until
ordered, but if they shoot first,
rain it down on them.  Clear?

GROUP OF SOLDIERS <333>
Yes sir.

COURTLAND <334>
Now, Lt., you'd better get on the
phone to your HQ.  Whatever hardware
your people have, I want it here on
the double.

KEVIN <335>
I'll get right on it.

COURTLAND <336>
In the mean time, tell the Doctor
he'd better find out why the entire
universe is suddenly interested in
Eddic there.

KEVIN <337>
Yes, sir.

FADE OUT:

(CONTINUED)
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12 CONTINUED: (2) 12

FADE IN:

13 13INT. INFIRMARY
(DOCTOR, EDDIC, KATHY)

The DOCTOR and KATHY are still trying to figure out how to
make contact with an unconscious Eddic.

DOCTOR <338>
Look at all this.  They've tried
everything they could to wake up
poor Eddic here.

KATHY <339>
I'm surprised they haven't killed
him yet.

DOCTOR <340>
Not for lack of effort.  Pumping him
full of who-knows-what. 

(Irritated)
Humans, you always think everyone
else must be exactly like you, respond
in the same way.

KATHY <341>
I hope you're not lumping me in all
that.

DOCTOR <342>
Of course not.  You've grown far
beyond your humble origins.  All
thanks to me, of course.  You mustn't
take any credit.

KATHY <343>
(Mumbles)

Irritating egotist.

DOCTOR <344>
I can hear you, you know.

KATHY <345>
(Out loud)

You were meant to!

EDDIC suddenly wakes up in a PANIC

EDDIC <346>
(panicked)

They're here!  They're here!

(CONTINUED)
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13 CONTINUED: 13

DOCTOR <347>
Eddic!  Who's here?

EDDIC <348>
You mustn't let them have it!

DOCTOR <349>
Have it?  Have what?

EDDIC <350>
They're here!

EDDIC falls back unconscious.

KATHY <351>
He's out.  Again.

DOCTOR <352>
Very disconcerting.

KATHY <353>
Do you think he means those creatures
that we saw earlier?

DOCTOR <354>
I don't know.  I don't hear anything
outside.

Sfx: A low rumble builds up.  It is the sound of an
approaching spaceship.

KATHY <355>
(re: sound)

I hear something.

DOCTOR <356>
We'd better go find out what it is.

KATHY <357>
I'll go.  You stay here and try to
get something out of Eddic.  You're
probably the only one who'd understand
anything he has to say.

DOCTOR <358>
Be careful.

KATHY <359>
Around you?  I always am.

(CONTINUED)
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13 CONTINUED: (2) 13

Kathy leaves.

FADE OUT:

FADE IN:

14 14EXT. MILITARY BASE - MOMENTS LATER
(COURTLAND, DRAX, KEVIN, KATHY)

KEVIN and COURTLAND are standing outside the entrance to the
base.  Above them is a giant spacecraft.

KEVIN <360>
I can't believe what I'm seeing. 
It's massive!

COURTLAND <361>
Not Russian.  Definitely not Russian.

KEVIN <362>
(To +p)

Get UNIT on the phone, right now!

COURTLAND <363>
Do your people have anything that
can deal with this?

KEVIN <364>
You'd be surprised what they have.

KATHY comes running out.

KATHY <365>
What is that?  It's not one of ours,
is it?

COURTLAND <366>
Is she serious?

KEVIN <367>
(Aside)

20th century, Kathy.  20th century.

COURTLAND <368>
Whatever it is, it won't be in the
sky much longer.

KEVIN <369>
Remember, General, we still don't
know why they are here.

(CONTINUED)
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14 CONTINUED: 14

A loudspeaker from the ship crackles to life.  DRAX speaks
from the ship.

DRAX (V.O.) <370>
(Over loudspeaker)

You will surrender the Crucible.

COURTLAND <371>
Crucible?  What's he talking about?

DRAX (V.O.) <372>
Surrender the Crucible or be
destroyed.

KATHY <373>
Well, I think we just found out their
intentions.

DRAX (V.O.) <374>
Who is that?

COURTLAND steps forward

COURTLAND <375>
I am General Courtland, Commanding
officer of--

DRAX (V.O.) <376>
Be silent!  The girl.  Who is the
girl?

KATHY steps forward hesitantly

KATHY <377>
Kathy Williams.

KATHY is suddenly transported up to the ship in a flash of
light.

KEVIN <378>
KATHY!

COURTLAND <379>
Return her at once!

DRAX (V.O.) <380>
Give me the Crucible...or die.

The loudspeaker clicks off.

(CONTINUED)
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14 CONTINUED: (2) 14

COURTLAND <381>
The Air Force will take care of him.

KEVIN <382>
You will do nothing, General!  Not
while they have Kathy up there!

COURTLAND <383>
I will not let them have a chance to
follow through with their threat.

KEVIN <384>
The Doctor will know what to do.

COURTLAND <385>
Good.  Maybe he can tell us what
this "crucible" is.

(To soldier)
Let me know if that ship so much as
wiggles.  In the meantime, instruct
the Air Force to stage and hold
position.  See if we can do anything
about the civilian before we take
any offensive action.

KEVIN <386>
Thank you, General.

COURTLAND <387>
Don't thank me too quickly,
Lieutenant.  The day isn't over yet.

Kevin and Courtland exit back into the building.

FADE OUT:

FADE IN:

15 15INT. INFIRMARY - MOMENTS LATER
(COURTLAND, DOCTOR, EDDIC, KEVIN)

The DOCTOR is at Eddic's side, still trying to find a way to
awaken him.

DOCTOR <388>
(Pacing)

Come on, come on.  If you were a
Dedran Scorpoid, I would have had
you awake and doing the Time's
crossword by now.  Why can't I reach
you?

(CONTINUED)
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15 CONTINUED: 15

KEVIN and COURTLAND enter.

KEVIN <389>
Doctor--

DOCTOR <390>
Ah, Kevin, did you find out anything
about the spaceship?

COURTLAND <391>
(Suspicious)

How did you know it was a spaceship?

DOCTOR <392>
It's quite obvious.  Loud constant
rumbling that shakes the building,
no sound of detonations, the wide
eyes of panic I see on your face. 
What else could it have been?

KEVIN <393>
Doctor, they've taken Kathy.

DOCTOR <394>
What?!

KEVIN <395>
Vanished, right before our eyes.

DOCTOR <396>
Kathy?  Anyone else?

KEVIN <397>
No.  Whoever was in command of that
ship seemed to know her.

DOCTOR <398>
Really now?  You spoke with them?

COURTLAND <399>
It was a fairly one-sided
conversation.  Said something about
a "crucible," and then asked who
Kathy was.

EDDIC <400>
Crucible!  They must not have it!!!

DOCTOR <401>
Eddic!  Tell me, who are they?  What
do they want with Kathy?!

(CONTINUED)
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15 CONTINUED: (2) 15

EDDIC <402>
Do not give in to them!

COURTLAND <403>
What is the "crucible"?!

DOCTOR <404>
Eddic, Eddic...  Please, what do you
know about them?  Why are they
interested in Kathy?

COURTLAND <405>
They said they would destroy us if
they didn't get what they want.  Are
they capable of that?

EDDIC <406>
(Beat)

Yes.  Your entire planet.  They are
more than capable.  I'm so sorry for
bringing them here.

COURTLAND grabs his walkie-talkie

COURTLAND <407>
(Into walkie-talkie)

This is General Courtland.  Inform
Air Command that the strike package
is Go.

KEVIN <408>
General, Kathy is still on that ship!

DOCTOR <409>
What does he mean, strike package?

KEVIN <410>
He's ordering the Air Force to attack
the ship.

DOCTOR <411>
That will get every one of those
pilots killed!

COURTLAND <412>
Where's the Crucible, Eddic?

EDDIC <413>
You can not surrender it!

(CONTINUED)
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15 CONTINUED: (3) 15

COURTLAND <414>
Where is it?

EDDIC <415>
(No answer)

COURTLAND <416>
(To Doctor)

I have no choice, Doctor.

Courtland leaves

DOCTOR <417>
(Calling after
Courtland)

General!

KEVIN <418>
Eddic...

DOCTOR <419>
Go after Courtland, Kevin.  See if
you can stop him.  I'll try to
convince Eddic here to tell me about
this Crucible of his.

EDDIC <420>
The Crucible is your only hope of
survival.

DOCTOR <421>
Is it now?  Then Kevin, perhaps that
is something the General should know
about as well.

Kevin leaves.

FADE OUT:

FADE IN:

16 16EXT. MILITARY BASE - MOMENTS LATER
(COURTLAND, RADIO, STARK)

COURTLAND is standing outside, observing the ship.  STARK
has arrived.

STARK <422>
(Salutes)

General.

(CONTINUED)
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16 CONTINUED: 16

COURTLAND <423>
Colonel Stark, glad you could make
it.  Things are about to heat up
here.

STARK <424>
(re: ship)

Really think we stand a chance against
something like that?

COURTLAND <425>
We're buying time.  UNIT's coming. 
Don't know what they have, but they're
supposed to be the experts.

RADIO (V.O.) <426>
Dog 1, Eagle 1.  Strike range in 15.

COURTLAND <427>
(To radio)

Eagle 1, cleared hot.

We hear the approach of jets.

RADIO (V.O.) <428>
Cleared hot.  Arm all missiles. 
Fire on my mark.  3...2...1...release!

The ship released a giant energy wave, destroying all
attacking jets.

STARK <429>
I don't believe it!

COURTLAND <430>
That ship!  It took out every single
fighter!  In one blow!

STARK <431>
I'll contact UNIT, inform them of
the situation.

COURTLAND <432>
Tell them to get here on the double. 
Who knows how long we'll still be
here.

FADE OUT:

Cliffhanger

(CONTINUED)
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16 CONTINUED: (2) 16

FADE IN:

17 17INT. SHIP COMMAND DECK
(DRAX, KATHY)

KATHY is being escorted forcefully by two aliens she has
never seen before.

KATHY <433>
All right, all right!  You don't
need to drag me!  I'm coming!  Just
tell me what you want!

They stop in front of the ship commander.

KATHY (CONT'D) <434>
That's better.

(To commander)
Are you in charge.

DRAX turns around to face KATHY.  KATHY recognizes him from
her first story, Space Circus.  Drax was her captor.

DRAX <435>
I am.

KATHY <436>
...You!

DRAX <437>
Kathy Williams.  So good to see you
again.

KATHY <438>
Drax.

DRAX <439>
I honestly never thought we'd cross
paths again.

KATHY <440>
Aren't you a little out of your time
zone?

DRAX <441>
No more than you are.  You must still
be travelling with the Doctor, am I
right?

(CONTINUED)
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17 CONTINUED: 17

KATHY <442>
Please, don't tell me this whole
thing was just your way to get me
back, is it?

DRAX <443>
(Laughs)

You think so highly of yourself. 
The truth is, I had no idea you were
here.  It was just a bonus that I
found you.

KATHY <444>
I don't trust you.

DRAX <445>
I'll prove it.  Here.

DRAX throws a small metal disc on the ground.  KATHY bends
down and picks it up.  The disc represents her freedom.  She
holds it reverently.

DRAX (CONT'D) <446>
Your freedom.

KATHY <447>
This is my ownership disc.

DRAX <448>
It's now yours.  You are a slave no
longer.  Free to go anywhere you
wish.  Be anyone you want.

KATHY ponders her new freedom for a moment, then the moment
passes, and her anger and distrust returns.

KATHY <449>
This changes nothing between us.

DRAX <450>
I wouldn't expect otherwise.

KATHY <451>
So what are you here for?

DRAX <452>
Exactly what I said.  The Crucible. 
Give it to me.

(CONTINUED)
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17 CONTINUED: (2) 17

KATHY <453>
I have no idea what you're talking
about.

DRAX <454>
You're lying!

KATHY <455>
I'm not!  And you know that.

DRAX looks over Kathy.

DRAX <456>
Very well.  But you will find it and
give it to me.  Or else.

KATHY <457>
Or you'll destroy everything.

DRAX snaps his fingers, and KATHY is grabbed.

KATHY (CONT'D) <458>
What are you doing?!

DRAX <459>
Return her to the surface.

KATHY <460>
You're letting me go?

DRAX <461>
Tell your friends down there, tell
the Doctor, what you have seen. 
Tell them that you've seen me.  Then
he will know.  The Doctor will know
that I mean every word I have said. 
Give me the Crucible, or every human
on Earth...will die.

Cliffhanger.  Roll credits
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PART THREE

Opening titles.  Repeat cliffhanger

18 18INT. INFIRMARY - LATER
(COURTLAND, DOCTOR, EDDIC, KEVIN, KATHY, STARK)

KEVIN, COURTLAND, and STARK enter.

COURTLAND <462>
Okay, Eddic, I'm tired of playing
games.

EDDIC <463>
I'm sorry.  I am so very sorry.

COURTLAND <464>
Not yet.

DOCTOR <465>
General Courtland, if you don't mind--
Strike that.  Even if you do mind,
Eddic here may be our only hope.

STARK <466>
This wouldn't have been a problem if
he hadn't come.

DOCTOR <467>
Well he's here, so no use crying
over it.

COURTLAND <468>
Thank you, Doctor, but I think we'll
handle it from here.

DOCTOR <469>
Really?  What success have you had
so far?

COURTLAND <470>
About as much as you have.

DOCTOR <471>
(Beat)

Fair point.  But you need me even
more than you need Eddic here.

COURTLAND <472>
And how do you figure that?

(CONTINUED)
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18 CONTINUED: 18

EDDIC <473>
The Crucible can shield your planet
from the undercurrent of the
interdimensional wormholes that my
pursuers use.

DOCTOR <474>
Now unless you understood every word
he just said, I would strongly suggest
you let us have at it.

COURTLAND steps toward the Doctor and Eddic

COURTLAND <475>
I don't trust you.  And I don't trust
him.

DOCTOR <476>
Really?  It's my smile, isn't it?

STARK <477>
Why should we trust Eddic?  For all
we know, this is just a trap.

DOCTOR <478>
Because he was running, my dear
colonel.  You can always trust someone
who is running.

COURTLAND <479>
Unless they're running at you with a
knife.

DOCTOR <480>
Do you see anyone here with knives?

COURTLAND <481>
I don't know what I see.  And that
always makes me nervous.

(To Stark)
Colonel, with me.

Courtland and Stark leave.

DOCTOR <482>
Best stay with them, Kevin.  At the
very least, once UNIT gets here,
they can take control of everything. 
Keep Courtland there from going off
the deep end.

(CONTINUED)
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18 CONTINUED: (2) 18

KEVIN <483>
The General makes a good argument.

DOCTOR <484>
Do you believe him?

KEVIN <485>
I didn't say that.  I'm saying it's
hard to convince a man to change his
mind when his belief is reasonable.

DOCTOR <486>
Then you'd better find some holes to
poke in it, or a lot of people are
going to die.

KATHY enters.

KATHY <487>
More people than you know.

KEVIN <488>
Kathy!

DOCTOR <489>
Kathy, you escaped!

KATHY <490>
No, he let me go.

DOCTOR <491>
Let you go?  Why?

KATHY <492>
To warn you.  Doctor...it's Drax.

DOCTOR <493>
Drax?!

KEVIN <494>
Who is Drax?

DOCTOR <495>
Oh dear, oh dear.  This just became
infinitely worse.

KATHY <496>
Drax is a mercenary.  The worse kind,
if there is such a thing.  He sells
his services to the highest bidder,
no questions, no conscious.

(CONTINUED)
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18 CONTINUED: (3) 18

KEVIN <497>
What exactly are his "services"?

DOCTOR <498>
Whatever someone is willing to pay
him for.

KATHY <499>
When I met him, I was a slave, sold
to his circus.  He was cruel, forced
us to perform unspeakable acts for
the dregs of society.  The Doctor
rescued me.

KEVIN <500>
You never told me that.

KATHY <501>
It's not something I like to talk
about.

DOCTOR <502>
Now apparently he's back.  Operating
on his own?

KATHY <503>
I don't think so.  It's not his style. 
At least, as far as I know.  It wasn't
like I tried to get to know him. 
But he did give me this.

KATHY shows the DOCTOR her ownership disc.

DOCTOR <504>
Your ownership disc.

KATHY <505>
I'm free now.

DOCTOR <506>
(Puts hand on Kathy's
shoulder)

I'm glad for that.  But that does
seem to confirm that he has no
personal interest in this.  So he is
likely a hired service.

KATHY <507>
My thoughts exactly.

(CONTINUED)
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DOCTOR <508>
Good.  If that means he has no
personal investment, he may be easier
to get the upper hand on.

KATHY <509>
Oh I don't think so.  He will want
to deliver what he promised.  And
that is the Crucible.

DOCTOR <510>
A shield, Eddic said.

EDDIC <511>
Yes.  His ship, all their ships,
travel through wormholes.  The
Crucible will stop them.  I was on
the way home with the device.  We
were going to use it to stop Drax's
invasion force.  But my ship was
crippled and I was forced to land
here.

KEVIN <512>
I hope this doesn't mean your planet
is now vulnerable.

DOCTOR <513>
Drax let an invasion happen without
him there?  No, we're keeping him
well occupied.  As long as he's here,
he's not bothering Eddic's people.

KEVIN <514>
(Rolls eyes)

Bully.

DOCTOR <515>
(Clears throat)

Yes, I can't imagine Earth is too
happy with that trade-off.

(To Eddic)
Well, Eddic.  What do we do?

STARK enters.

STARK <516>
Lt. Vasavious, UNIT is here.

KEVIN <517>
Excuse me, Doctor.

(CONTINUED)
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18 CONTINUED: (5) 18

Kevin walks out.

MOVE TO:

19 19INT. MILITARY BASE OFFICE - CONTINUOUS
(COURTLAND, JACKSON, KEVIN, STARK)

Lt. JACKSON of UNIT is there with General COURTLAND.  KEVIN
and STARK enter.

JACKSON <518>
(Salutes)

Lt. Jackson, United Nations
Intelligence Taskforce, U.S. Division.

KEVIN <519>
(Returns salute)

Lt. Vasavious, UNIT Britain.  Pardon
me for asking, but why did they only
send a Lt.?  We should have a
Brigadier here at least.

JACKSON <520>
UNIT charter.  United States does
not subordinate itself to outside
military.

KEVIN <521>
You're stationed in the U.S.

JACKSON <522>
Still a foreign military.

KEVIN <523>
(Sighs)

That's going to complicate things.

COURTLAND <524>
Not at all.  Makes it much simpler. 
You boys have your equipment?

JACKSON <525>
We have the report of the air force
being shot down.

KEVIN <526>
Not shot.  Some kind of energy wave.

JACKSON <527>
Directed?

(CONTINUED)
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19 CONTINUED: 19

KEVIN <528>
No.

JACKSON <529>
So they don't have a shield, per se.

KEVIN <530>
Not that we've seen.  Yet.

COURTLAND <531>
This is all getting too science-
fictiony for me.  We need to do
something about that ship up there
before he starts to make good on his
threat.

KEVIN <532>
The Doctor is trying to find out
about the Crucible.

JACKSON <533>
I'm surprised you haven't just handed
your prisoner over to them.  Might
make them go away.

COURTLAND <534>
We're not savages, Lt., and I'd watch
that tone.  Eddic is under our
protection until I get orders
otherwise.

(To Stark)
Colonel Stark, work with Jackson and
Vasavious here, set up a defensive
line.  Be ready to hit them with
everything, but don't fire until
ordered.  As long as they're just
sitting there, take no provocative
action.

STARK <535>
Yes sir.

COURTLAND <536>
I'm going to make sure the Doctor
makes progress.  Or maybe we will be
handing him over.

Courtland leaves.

FADE OUT:

(CONTINUED)
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19 CONTINUED: (2) 19

FADE IN:

20 20INT. INFIRMARY
(COURTLAND, CORPORAL, DOCTOR, EDDIC, KATHY)

The DOCTOR and KATHY are tending EDDIC.

KATHY <537>
How are you feeling, Eddic?

EDDIC <538>
They haven't been using their
primitive medicines, have they?

DOCTOR <539>
You mean have they been dancing
around, wearing wooden masks and
sprinkling chicken blood on you?  Of
course they have.

EDDIC <540>
(Leans back)

I had hoped I could trust Earthlings
to be wise.

DOCTOR <541>
You're not the first to make that
mistake.

KATHY <542>
What did you mean by that, Eddic? 
Did you plan to come here?

EDDIC <543>
No.  My ship was disabled.  I looked
for a planet that I could land on. 
Of the choices I had, this seemed
the best.  Maybe they could help me,
and I could help them.

(To Doctor)
If that is what you mean, Kathy, by
"plan".

DOCTOR <544>
This Crucible, you said it could
protect the Earth.  Where is it.

EDDIC hesitates.

(CONTINUED)
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DOCTOR (CONT'D) <545>
Now, no reason for hesitation, Eddic. 
We're all friends here, and we're
all in too deep to fudge now.  Where
is the Crucible?

EDDIC slips off his ring and shows it to the DOCTOR.

KATHY <546>
Your ring?  That's it?

EDDIC <547>
That's it.

DOCTOR <548>
Can't be.  A technological miracle
or--

EDDIC <549>
A key, so to speak.  This accesses
energies which it can harness to
shield your planet -- any planet --
from wormholes.

DOCTOR <550>
How does it work?

EDDIC <551>
Lessons?  Now?  Is this a wise use
of time, Doctor?

DOCTOR <552>
No, you're right.  Though afterward
I would certainly like a closer look
at it.

COURTLAND enters

COURTLAND <553>
Progress report.

DOCTOR <554>
General Courtland, may I present to
you: The Crucible!

COURTLAND <555>
(Sees ring)

What is this, some kind of joke?

DOCTOR <556>
The beauty of simplicity.

(CONTINUED)
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20 CONTINUED: (2) 20

KATHY <557>
This ring can access energy which it
turns into a shield.  So Eddic says
anyway.

COURTLAND <558>
I would like a demonstration.

EDDIC <559>
(Hesitant)

I'm afraid...that might be a problem.

DOCTOR <560>
Problem?

COURTLAND <561>
Why?

EDDIC <562>
The Crucible uses the violent heat
and energies of a planet's magma
core to generate the necessary power. 
For the Crucible to work, it must be
placed in the very centre of Earth.

COURTLAND <563>
That's impossible.

DOCTOR <564>
That is quite a rub, isn't it.

KATHY <565>
What about the Tardis?

COURTLAND <566>
The what now?

KATHY <567>
Use it to take the Crucible to the
magma core and put it there.

DOCTOR <568>
May work.  Might end up getting a
little singed.

KATHY <569>
The shields should protect you.

DOCTOR <570>
It's me now, is it?

(CONTINUED)
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KATHY <571>
(Smiles sweetly)

Who else would it ever be?

DOCTOR <572>
All right, Eddic.  Come with me.

COURTLAND <573>
Wait a minute!  No one is going
anywhere.

KATHY <574>
Drax is not going to wait long,
General.

COURTLAND <575>
We don't know anything about Eddic
or this Crucible, or...

DOCTOR <576>
To be honest General, this morning
you didn't even know about alien
life, and here it is.

COURTLAND <577>
I have no intention of putting an
alien device in the middle of our
planet when I don't know what it
will do or can do.

(To Eddic)
I still don't know what your
intentions are.

DOCTOR <578>
The time your wasting, General, is
everyone's.

KATHY calls over a corporal from the doorway.

KATHY <579>
Corporal, would you get Lt. Vasavious
please.  He's needed in here.

CORPORAL <580>
Ma'am.

Corporal goes to retrieve Kevin.

FADE OUT:

(CONTINUED)
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20 CONTINUED: (4) 20

FADE IN:

21 21INT. SHIP COMMAND DECK - CONTINUOUS
(DRAX, TESRA)

DRAX is at the command console.  TESRA, an Aridari,
approaches.

TESRA <581>
My lord.

DRAX <582>
Well?

TESRA <583>
The UNIT forces have deployed around
us.  Exactly as expected.

DRAX <584>
But they have taken no action
otherwise.

TESRA <585>
No my lord, they have not.

DRAX <586>
That means they are afraid.  They're
unsure their weapons will be
effective.

TESRA <587>
Do you believe they will hand over
the Crucible?

DRAX <588>
(Laughs)

Of course not.  As long as the Doctor
is there, he will make sure that
does not happen.  He will give
them...hope.

(Wryly)
Ain't that sweet.

FADE OUT:

FADE IN:

22 22INT. INFIRMARY - CONTINUOUS
(COURTLAND, CORPORAL, DOCTOR, EDDIC, JACKSON, KEVIN, KATHY)

KEVIN and JACKSON enter.

(CONTINUED)
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22 CONTINUED: 22

KEVIN <589>
(Saluted)

You wished to see us, General?

KATHY <590>
I called for you, Kevin.

KEVIN <591>
What's wrong?  The Crucible...?

DOCTOR <592>
Is right here.

COURTLAND <593>
The decision is made.  We will not
do anything with an alien device
unless and until I am assured of its
safety.

KATHY <594>
There's a huge ship on your lawn,
General, and this is the only
protection we have.  Unless you think
your toy guns will have any effect.

JACKSON <595>
We'll give them pain, have no fear
of that, ma'am.

DOCTOR <596>
But will you stop them?  Are you
sure?  Are you sure enough to bet
your entire planet on it?

No answer

COURTLAND <597>
Lieutenant?

JACKSON <598>
(Admitting)

No, sir.  We're not "sure."

EDDIC <599>
Kathy, you said you were a prisoner
of the commander of that ship.  Drax. 
You know what he is capable of.  He
will destroy this planet to get the
Crucible.  He may take some of your
people first.  Enslave them.  You
know what that's like, don't you?

(CONTINUED)
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KATHY <600>
(Haunted)

Yes.  I do.
(To Courtland)

General Courtland, I don't know what
I can say to make you believe me,
but Eddic and I, we've both been
there.  Drax will tear your soul
from you before he kills you.  The
only thing left will be madness. 
Your cities will burn, your people
will scream, and in the end there is
only death, if you're one of the
lucky ones.  I wasn't.  If it wasn't
for the Doctor I would still be his
prisoner, a monster in his circus.

COURTLAND <601>
I believe you, Miss Williams.  I do. 
It's Eddic here I don't know about.

KATHY <602>
Well, General, if I can't convince
you...

(Turns to Kevin)
Did I convince you, Kevin?

KEVIN <603>
You did.

COURTLAND <604>
What does that have to do with
anything?

KATHY <605>
UNIT is in charge.

COURTLAND <606>
Not on American soil.

KATHY <607>
Not of the troops.  But of the
Crucible.  Am I right, Lt.?

KEVIN <608>
Yes...

(Realizes)
Yes, she is!

COURTLAND <609>
What are you talking about?

(CONTINUED)
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JACKSON <610>
The Crucible, sir, as an alien object,
falls under UNIT jurisdiction.

COURTLAND <611>
That's ridiculous!

DOCTOR <612>
Now that that's settled...

COURTLAND <613>
Nothing is settled.  The device stays
here!

JACKSON <614>
General, the Crucible is in the care
and handling of the Doctor.

COURTLAND <615>
Not while I'm in charge!

JACKSON <616>
Sir, must I relieve you of duty?

COURTLAND <617>
You wouldn't dare.

JACKSON <618>
(To corporal)

Corporal, call Colonel Stark to the
infirmary.

CORPORAL <619>
(Hesitant.  To
Courtland)

Sir?

COURTLAND <620>
(Beat)

There will be no need for that,
Corporal.

JACKSON <621>
We'd best see to buying the Doctor
some time, General.  Keep Drax busy.

COURTLAND and DRAX leave.

KEVIN <622>
Quick thinking, Kathy.

(CONTINUED)
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DOCTOR <623>
Yes, well done.  Never really bothered
with all that military protocol.

KATHY <624>
You should try looking it up some
time.

DOCTOR <625>
The Tardis is still at the crash
site.  I can't imagine Drax letting
us near it.

KATHY <626>
Certainly not the Doctor or I.

(Looks at Kevin)
But you...

KEVIN <627>
Me?

DOCTOR <628>
Very true.  Drax doesn't know you're
associated with us.  You could just
be driving out to the crash site to
investigate some more.

KEVIN <629>
I don't know how to operate the
Tardis.

DOCTOR <630>
I'll tell you everything you need to
do.

KEVIN <631>
And what if something goes wrong? 
That machine of your isn't exactly
reliable, you know.

DOCTOR <632>
Such a worrier.  She's never let me
down when I've needed her.

KEVIN <633>
Except when it does.

DOCTOR <634>
Always focusing on the negative.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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DOCTOR (CONT'D) <635>
Put in the coordinates, press a few
buttons, you're done.  What could
possibly go wrong?

KATHY <636>
I wish you would stop saying that.

They all leave, Kevin on his way to the Tardis.

FADE OUT:

FADE IN:

23 23INT. TARDIS CONSOLE ROOM - LATER
(KEVIN)

Stationary.

The doors close.

KEVIN <637>
(Sighs)

This is where Kevin Vasavious
disappears into the vast eternity. 
Well, at least I'll have time to
learn all those corridors.

KEVIN presses buttons.

CUT TO:

24 24EXT. NEVADA DESERT - CONTINUOUS

Tardis demats.

FADE OUT:

FADE IN:

25 25INT. MILITARY BASE - LATER
(DOCTOR, DRAX, KATHY)

KATHY <638>
(Pacing)

Kevin's been gone a long time.

DOCTOR <639>
Shan't be too much longer.  Can't
imagine he got lost on the way to
the Tardis.

(CONTINUED)
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KATHY <640>
Are you sure those instructions you
gave him were right?

DOCTOR <641>
Absolutely.  If he wrote them right,
that's another question.

KATHY <642>
I should have gone.

DOCTOR <643>
Drax would know something's up.

DRAX (V.O.) <644>
(Over loudspeaker)

Doctor?  Are you there.

KATHY <645>
Looks like you're being summoned.

The Doctor and Kathy go outside.

CUT TO:

26 26EXT. MILITARY BASE - CONTINUOUS
(DOCTOR, DRAX, EDDIC, KATHY, STARK)

The alien ship hovers menacingly above.

DRAX (V.O.) <646>
There you are.  Much better where I
can keep an eye on you.

DOCTOR <647>
You'd be surprised how many people
feel the same way.

DRAX (V.O.) <648>
My patience is exhausted.  Hand over
the Crucible.  Now.

EDDIC approaches

EDDIC <649>
You will never have the Crucible!

DOCTOR <650>
Eddic, what are you doing here?!

(CONTINUED)
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EDDIC <651>
Standing up to that evil monster!

DRAX (V.O.) <652>
Silence, insect!

EDDIC <653>
The Crucible will protect us from
you.  My people will rise up and
fight!  The Earthlings have shown us
that you can be resisted!

DRAX (V.O.) <654>
I will show you what I do to those
who defy me.

As previously, monsters being to zap in.

KATHY <655>
Those creatures!!!

DRAX (V.O.) <656>
Retrieve the Crucible.  Destroy any
who get in your way.

The creatures open fire.

STARK <657>
Return fire!

A gunfight ensures.  Chaos.

DOCTOR <658>
Drax, stop this!

DRAX (V.O.) <659>
Of course.  Give me the Crucible.  I
have no interest in this planet. 
When I have what I want, I will leave.

EDDIC <660>
You will never have the Crucible!

DRAX (V.O.) <661>
Then everyone dies.

KATHY <662>
Doctor...!

(CONTINUED)
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EDDIC <663>
Stop!  Stop!!!!!  The Crucible is
gone!  They don't have it.

The gunfire stops as the monsters cease their attack.

DRAX (V.O.) <664>
What do you mean?

EDDIC <665>
I gave it to the Earth people.  It
is being activated even as we speak.

DRAX (V.O.) <666>
What?!

The Crucible suddenly comes on line.  The monsters are sucked
back through tiny wormholes which close and vanish.

DRAX (V.O.) (CONT'D) <667>
What have you done?!

KATHY <668>
It looks like Kevin was successful.

DOCTOR <669>
Your creatures were cut off.  Once
your access to the wormhole was
blocked, they were returned to
wherever they came from.

KATHY <670>
Alien life that exists on the plane
of wormholes.  I never knew something
like that could exist.

EDDIC <671>
(To Drax)

You're defeated, Drax!  You have
been stopped here, and my people
will stop you!

DRAX <672>
You...!  You have won nothing!

A bolt of energy is fired from the ship, and Eddic vanishes.

EDDIC <673>
(Screams)

(CONTINUED)
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KATHY <674>
You killed him!!!!

DRAX (V.O.) <675>
That is the fate of everyone on your
planet.

DOCTOR <676>
Drax!  Drax!!!

Pause

FADE OUT:

Cliffhanger

FADE IN:

27 27INT. SHIP COMMAND DECK - MOMENTS LATER
(DRAX, EDDIC)

DRAX waits.  EDDIC is escorted to him.

DRAX <677>
Leave us.

The escort leaves

DRAX (CONT'D) <678>
You've done well.

EDDIC <679>
Thank you, my lord.

DRAX <680>
The Crucible is in place and powering
up.

EDDIC <681>
Exactly as you promised.

DRAX <682>
I told you.  Even if the Doctor hadn't
involved himself, Earth would have
had no choice but to believe your
story.

EDDIC <683>
And now...they've sealed their doom.

(Laughs)

(CONTINUED)
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Cliffhanger.  Roll credits.
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PART FOUR

Opening titles.  Repeat cliffhanger

28 28EXT. MILITARY BASE - AFTERNOON
(COURTLAND, DOCTOR, JACKSON, KEVIN, KATHY)

KATHY is worried.  Kevin still has not returned and it has
been longer than it should be.

KATHY <684>
He still isn't back.

DOCTOR <685>
(Distracted)

Hmm?

KATHY <686>
Are you even listening?

DOCTOR <687>
Of course I am.  He who and back
from where?

KATHY <688>
(Exasperated sigh)

You're exasperating sometimes.  Kevin. 
The Tardis.  You remember those two?

DOCTOR <689>
Oh they'll be back any minute.  You
worry too much.  It does take time
to place such a small object in
exactly the right place.

KATHY <690>
Yes, and he did it using a time
machine.  Didn't you give him the
coordinates to return here half an
hour ago?

DOCTOR <691>
Well...

KATHY <692>
I hope nothing's gone wrong.

JACKSON approaches.

(CONTINUED)
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COURTLAND <693>
Any more sightings of those things,
Lieutenant?

JACKSON <694>
No General.  Not a one.  I've even
gone so far as to check other bases,
other probable locations where Drax
might send them.  All quiet.

COURTLAND <695>
Perhaps the Crucible is working after
all.

KATHY <696>
I'd be happier if Kevin was here.

COURTLAND <697>
I'd be happier if that ship was gone.

DOCTOR <698>
The ship uses wormholes only for
travel.  It isn't tied to them like
our creepy friends were.  I'm afraid
we still have it to deal with.

COURTLAND <699>
We're not going to attack until we
have the firepower to ensure the job
is done.

DOCTOR <700>
Good.  Gives me more time to talk
sense into both you and Drax.  Avoid
unnecessary bloodshed.

COURTLAND <701>
I don't see negotiations being very
productive.

DOCTOR <702>
Of course you don't.  Your job is to
kill people and break things.  A
tactic of last resort.  We're not
there yet.  If I can convince Drax
will never get what he wants, he'll
leave.

JACKSON <703>
And if you can't convince him?

(CONTINUED)
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28 CONTINUED: (2) 28

DOCTOR <704>
Then you can start breaking things.

The Tardis begins to materialize with difficulty.

KATHY <705>
Kevin?!

The Tardis mats and Kevin falls out.  From Kevin's point of
view, it has been several weeks since he left.  The Tardis
smokes from interior damage, and Kevin is weak and hurt.

DOCTOR <706>
Kevin, are you all right?!  What
happened?!

KEVIN <707>
(Weakly)

Doctor?  Kathy?

KATHY <708>
We need to get him to hospital!

DOCTOR <709>
Just a moment!

(To Kevin)
Kevin!  Talk to us.  What happened?

KEVIN <710>
What...what year is it?

DOCTOR <711>
Year?

KATHY <712>
You've been gone for a couple hours.

KEVIN <713>
Hours?  Is that it?  It was weeks,
months...

KATHY <714>
Kevin, what happened in there?

KEVIN <715>
As soon as I set the Crucible in the
core, it activated.  Then the Tardis
was thrown.  I couldn't control it.

(CONTINUED)
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28 CONTINUED: (3) 28

DOCTOR <716>
That's impossible.  That Crucible
was only supposed to disrupt
wormholes.  The Tardis doesn't travel
through those.

KEVIN <717>
I tried to get back, but I was lost,
tossed around the vortex.  I...I
don't know how I made it here.

KATHY reaches for Kevin.

KATHY <718>
Come on, Kevin.  Let's get you to
the infirmary.

DOCTOR <719>
(Dread)

I have a bad feeling about this.  A
very bad feeling.

COURTLAND <720>
What do you mean?

DOCTOR <721>
The Crucible should not have affected
the Tardis that way.  General, I see
a camera mounted there.  Does it
work?

COURTLAND <722>
Of course.

DOCTOR <723>
I want to see a video of Eddic, the
moment he was killed.

COURTLAND <724>
We can view it on this monitor.

COURTLAND rewinds the tape and plays the video of Eddic's
death.  The DOCTOR sees something which causes him to realize
he has been played.

COURTLAND (CONT'D) <725>
Well, does it mean anything?

DOCTOR <726>
Yes.  It means we've made a very
grave mistake.

(CONTINUED)
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28 CONTINUED: (4) 28

COURTLAND <727>
We've been tricked.

DOCTOR <728>
By a mastermind.  See here.  The
beam from the ship.  If it was an
energy weapon, Eddic would have
vaporized from the point of impact
outward.  But look, his entire body
is energized at once.  He wasn't
destroyed.  He was transmatted. 
Likely on to that ship up there.

COURTLAND <729>
Eddic and Drax were working together.

DOCTOR <730>
And we gave them exactly what they
wanted.

KATHY enters

KATHY <731>
Kevin is being seen to by the base
physician.

DOCTOR <732>
Come on, Kathy!  We have to retrieve
the Crucible!

KATHY <733>
Why?

DOCTOR <734>
We've been tricked.  Drax and Eddic
wanted us to put it in Earth's core.

KATHY <735>
What?!

DOCTOR <736>
We have to get it back before it can
be used.  For whatever it's real
purpose is.

KATHY <737>
But the Tardis.  It's damaged.

DOCTOR <738>
It'll work.  Now off we go!

(CONTINUED)
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28 CONTINUED: (5) 28

The Doctor and Kathy enter the Tardis and demat as COURTLAND
orders up an attack.

COURTLAND <739>
(On phone)

This is General Courtland, Forward
Operations Base.

(To Stark)
I never thought I'd say that on
American soil.

(To phone)
All units, open fire on alien craft!

A fusillade of armament attacks the spaceship.

CUT TO:

29 29INT. SHIP COMMAND DECK - CONTINUOUS
(DRAX, EDDIC)

We hear the dull thud of armament hitting the ship, all to
no effect.

EDDIC <740>
It appears our deception has been
discovered, much earlier than
anticipated.

DRAX <741>
It is of no consequence.  The Crucible
is in place.  There is nothing they
can do about it now.

EDDIC <742>
There is always the Doctor.  You
said he has a machine far beyond the
technology of this planet.

DRAX <743>
I have prepared for all contingencies,
though admittedly the Doctor was
unexpected.  Still, the Crucible is
well protected.  He won't get anywhere
near it.

FADE OUT:

(CONTINUED)
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29 CONTINUED: 29

FADE IN:

30 30INT. TARDIS CONSOLE ROOM
(DOCTOR, KATHY)

Inflight

The Tardis is damaged but functional.

KATHY <744>
This place is a mess.

DOCTOR <745>
Automated repair systems will take
care of it.  There's even an
electronic sweeper somewhere around
here.  Cleans up the mess.

KATHY <746>
Must have been handy when you had
K9.

DOCTOR <747>
Yes, he did leave little nuts and
bolts lying around everywhere.

KATHY <748>
What do you think happened to Kevin?

DOCTOR <749>
We're about to find out.  We're
approaching the Crucible now.

Screen opens.  The Crucible is sucking in energy from the
Earth's core.

KATHY <750>
It's pulling in heat from the Earth's
core.

DOCTOR <751>
Building up it's power.

KATHY <752>
What is it going to do when it's
done?

DOCTOR <753>
I don't know.  We'd better find out
before we start moving it around.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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30 CONTINUED: 30

DOCTOR (CONT'D) <754>
Don't want to accidentally blow the
planet apart.

KATHY backs away from the console, readings from it causing
her to turn pale with fear.

KATHY <755>
You don't know how prophetic those
words were.

DOCTOR <756>
What do you mean?

KATHY <757>
Take a look at these readings.

The DOCTOR looks.

DOCTOR <758>
It's building up an overload.  On
purpose?

KATHY <759>
If that discharges...

DOCTOR <760>
"When," Kathy.  When.

KATHY <761>
It will split the Earth apart.

DOCTOR <762>
It's not a shield.  It's a bomb. 
Eddic and Drax intend to destroy the
Earth.

KATHY <763>
But why?  Drax is nothing more than
a thug-for-hire.  He has no personal
grudge against humanity.  Eddic?

DOCTOR <764>
Maybe we should ask him.

KATHY <765>
Later.  We need to get that thing
out of here now.

(CONTINUED)
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30 CONTINUED: (2) 30

DOCTOR <766>
I'll try to maneuver the Tardis close
enough so we can grab it.

The DOCTOR programs the Tardis to move closer.  As it does,
the Tardis strains.

DOCTOR (CONT'D) <767>
Something's blocking her!

KATHY <768>
That's impossible!

Console explodes

DOCTOR <769>
It's shielded!

KATHY <770>
Can't be!  Not against the Tardis!

DOCTOR <771>
It's shielded on multiple dimensions! 
We can't get close to it!

Another explosion

KATHY <772>
Pull us back before it destroys us!

Explosion

FADE OUT:

FADE IN:

31 31EXT. MILITARY BASE - LATER
(COURTLAND, DOCTOR, JACKSON, KEVIN, KATHY, STARK)

COURTLAND, STARK, and JACKSON continue to watch the ship. 
The armament continues to fire upon the ship with no effect.

JACKSON <773>
Sorry, sir.  We're throwing everything
we have at it, but it's no good. 
Not even scratching the paint.

COURTLAND <774>
The worst of it is they're just
sitting there, not even reacting. 
Even a mosquito gets swat at.

(CONTINUED)
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31 CONTINUED: 31

JACKSON <775>
I've contacted Geneva and informed
them of the situation.

COURTLAND <776>
And?

JACKSON <777>
And they said they'd get back to me.

STARK <778>
Doesn't exactly inspire confidence.

JACKSON <779>
No sir, it does not.

KEVIN enters.

STARK <780>
Lt. Vasavious, feeling better?

KEVIN <781>
Good enough.

COURTLAND <782>
Then perhaps you might have some
suggestions.  You seem to have
experience with alien contact based
on the company you keep.

STARK <783>
Sir, how do we know he isn't involved?

KEVIN <784>
Excuse me?!

STARK <785>
You heard me.  You, the Doctor, Miss
Williams.  You all were together
with the alien Eddic.  How do we
know this wasn't all a conspiracy.

JACKSON <786>
The Doctor and Lt. Vasavious are
vetted members of UNIT.  Their loyalty
is unquestioned.

STARK <787>
I'm questioning it.

(CONTINUED)
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31 CONTINUED: (2) 31

COURTLAND <788>
We're not going to invent enemies,
Colonel.  We have enough to deal
with right now.

Tardis mats.

KEVIN <789>
The Doctor!

JACKSON <790>
Let's hope he got the Crucible.

The DOCTOR and KATHY exit, smoke coming out from the Tardis.

KEVIN <791>
Are you two all right?

DOCTOR <792>
(Coughs)

We tried, we couldn't get near it.

JACKSON <793>
What does that mean?

KATHY <794>
The Crucible, Lt., it's a bomb.  We
have to find a way to get it from
the Earth's core or it will destroy
the world.

STARK <795>
A bomb?!

DOCTOR <796>
It's using the energy of your planet's
core to power itself into a blast of
enormous proportions.  It would be
spectacular to look at if we all
weren't standing on top of it.

KEVIN <797>
What do we do?

DOCTOR <798>
Even the Tardis can't penetrate its
shielding.

COURTLAND <799>
So that's it?  We're doomed?

(CONTINUED)
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31 CONTINUED: (3) 31

JACKSON <800>
It's still a physical object, isn't
it?

DOCTOR <801>
Yes.

JACKSON <802>
UNIT may have something.

KEVIN <803>
We do?

JACKSON <804>
It's a gravity gun.  We can lock on
to it and drag it to the surface.

DOCTOR <805>
I had no idea you had something like
that.

JACKSON <806>
Need to know, Doctor.  Need to know.

KEVIN <807>
Where is it?

JACKSON <808>
Bay 13.

DOCTOR <809>
Say no more.

(Motions to ship)
In case someone is listening to us.

KEVIN <810>
You know where it is?

DOCTOR <811>
I know exactly where it is.

FADE IN:

32 32INT. BAY 13, SEVENOAKS, UK - LATER
(DOCTOR, DRAX, KEVIN, KATHY)

Tardis mats.  The DOCTOR, KATHY, and KEVIN exit.

Around them is a myriad of equipment of various alien and
advanced tech.

(CONTINUED)
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32 CONTINUED: 32

KATHY <812>
Look all all this!

DOCTOR <813>
Tech from every alien who dared to
invade Earth.  UNIT has kept itself
quite busy.

KEVIN <814>
I never knew a place like this
existed.

DOCTOR <815>
Need to know, Kevin.

KATHY <816>
You two can take the tour later. 
Where is the gravity gun?

The DOCTOR moves toward a console already set up and powered
on.

DOCTOR <817>
This must be it.  And already set
up.

KEVIN <818>
They weren't expecting us, were they?

DOCTOR <819>
Looks like they've been using it for
experiments and such.  Convenient
for us.  No need for assembly, running
to the chemist for batteries...

KATHY <820>
Well, let's have at it.

DOCTOR <821>
Right.

The DOCTOR activates the gravity gun.

DOCTOR (CONT'D) <822>
Amazing piece of technology.  It has
the ability to operate with pinpoint
precision.  We can grab the Crucible
without affecting anything around
it.  Like this.

(CONTINUED)
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32 CONTINUED: (2) 32

The gravity gun grabs the Crucible.  The room -- the whole
planet -- shakes.

KATHY <823>
What is that?!

KEVIN <824>
Earthquake?

DOCTOR <825>
Planet-quake!  Just touching the
Crucible shook the entire Earth.

KEVIN <826>
Can we move it?

KATHY <827>
Can we move it without destroying
ourselves?

DOCTOR <828>
Yes and "we'll see."

KATHY <829>
I could wish for more confidence.

DOCTOR <830>
Best I can offer.

Everything shakes more as the Crucible is moved.

KEVIN <831>
I'm pretty sure Drax knows what we're
doing now.

DOCTOR <832>
Hard to hide it when and entire planet
is dancing beneath your feet.

KEVIN <833>
We've moved it.  Isn't that enough?

DOCTOR <834>
Blowing up only a part of your planet
is acceptable?

KEVIN <835>
Fair point.

Room continues to shake

(CONTINUED)
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32 CONTINUED: (3) 32

KATHY <836>
If we don't end up shaking ourselves
apart.

DOCTOR <837>
It's all these currents and eddies. 
It's hard to keep it moving in a
straight line.

Unknown to all, DRAX has moved his ship over Bay 13.

DRAX (V.O.) <838>
(Over loudspeaker)

Doctor?  Doctor, I know that is you.

DOCTOR <839>
Drax.  I was wondering how long it
would take you to find us.

KATHY <840>
I don't think he can hear.

DRAX (V.O.) <841>
Release the Crucible.  There is no
need for you to die as well.

KEVIN <842>
Should we answer him?

DOCTOR <843>
That blowhard.  Don't bother.

DRAX (V.O.) <844>
Doctor, if you don't release the
Crucible, I will send my forces down
and destroy you, your friends, and
the entire city.

DOCTOR <845>
Ha!  You're bluffing!  You would
have done it already if you could. 
The fact is, the shield from the
Crucible is blocking you just as
much as it is blocking the Tardis. 
Eddic was telling the truth when he
said it disrupts wormholes.

DRAX (V.O.) <846>
Or I just fire a laser right into
the heart of that building you're
in.

(CONTINUED)
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32 CONTINUED: (4) 32

DOCTOR <847>
...There is always that option.

A large quake and everyone is tossed around

DOCTOR (CONT'D) <848>
Oof!

KATHY <849>
(At same time)

Oof!

KEVIN <850>
(At same time)

Oof!

DRAX (V.O.) <851>
What are you doing down there?!

DOCTOR <852>
I've lost control of the Crucible!

KATHY <853>
What?!

DOCTOR <854>
The current's too strong.  I can't
bring it up here.

KEVIN <855>
Where's it going?

DOCTOR <856>
I don't know.  I'm trying not to
lose it altogether!

Drax's ship leaves.

KATHY <857>
Drax is leaving!

KEVIN <858>
Getting out of the way of the
explosion?

DOCTOR <859>
I got it!  I got it!

KATHY <860>
Is it coming here?

(CONTINUED)
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32 CONTINUED: (5) 32

DOCTOR <861>
No.  Best I can do is draw it to the
surface.  It should be coming up
somewhere around the Uplands.

KEVIN <862>
There's a warehouse there.  Try and 
move it to there so it's out of the
public...in case it goes off.

DOCTOR <863>
I can do that.

KATHY <864>
Good, then I'll go get it.

DOCTOR <865>
What?  No!

KATHY <866>
Someone has to be there when it
surfaces.  We don't want Drax to get
it.

DOCTOR <867>
I'll go.

KATHY <868>
You need to stay here and direct it. 
Doctor, this is all my fault.  I
trusted Eddic because I wasn't
thinking.  Because I hated Drax.  I
have to be the one to fix this.

KEVIN <869>
I'll go.

KATHY <870>
No!  The Doctor needs your help here. 
I'm going.

Kathy leaves.

DOCTOR <871>
Kathy!

Kathy heads to the Tardis.

KEVIN <872>
Where's she going?

(CONTINUED)
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32 CONTINUED: (6) 32

Kathy enters and demats.

DOCTOR <873>
She took the Tardis!

KEVIN <874>
When did Kathy learn how to control
the Tardis?

DOCTOR <875>
Kevin, stay here!  Keep the Crucible
on course.  I'm going after her!

KEVIN <876>
What?  You can't!

DOCTOR <877>
You can do it.

KEVIN <878>
This could all be a trap.  What if
Drax is controlling the Crucible?

DOCTOR <879>
Then he needs to be stopped.  When
this is over, we'll all meet at your
house.  It's nearby here.

The DOCTOR moves to leave.

KEVIN <880>
Doctor...good luck.  Make sure I see
both of you again.

DOCTOR <881>
Promise.

The Doctor leaves.

FADE OUT:

FADE IN:

33 33INT. WAREHOUSE - LATER
(DOCTOR, DRAX, KATHY)

The Crucible is emerging from the ground.  The DOCTOR enters. 
KATHY is there with DRAX holding her.

DOCTOR <882>
Kathy?  Are you here?

(CONTINUED)
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33 CONTINUED: 33

DRAX <883>
Doctor.

DOCTOR <884>
Drax!

(To Kathy)
Kathy, has he harmed you.

KATHY <885>
Not yet.  But I'm sure that's part
of his plan.

DRAX <886>
I've already told you: I have no
interest in you, the Doctor, or even
humanity.  I was paid to do a job
and I intend to make sure it gets
done.

DOCTOR <887>
Never have I come across an evil
like yours.  Even the Daleks operate
on a sense of morality, perverted
that it is.  But you: you're
completely amoral.

DRAX <888>
Oh please.  As a great Earth
philosopher once said: "What is
truth?"

KATHY <889>
You're quoting Pontius Pilate?

DOCTOR <890>
Why are you doing this?  It's Eddic,
isn't it?  He hired you?  His people? 
Why?

DRAX <891>
(Shrugs)

No idea.  Never asked.

KATHY <892>
You're going to kill billions of
people and you never bothered to ask
why?

DRAX <893>
Never crossed my mind.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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33 CONTINUED: (2) 33

DRAX (CONT'D) <894>
I don't care why they want it done. 
Just if the money is good enough for
the effort.

KATHY <895>
(Shakes head)

Hopeless.  You have no soul, Drax.

DRAX <896>
Souls are overrated.  They just bog
you down.

The Crucible breaks through, pulsing with dangerous energy.

DOCTOR <897>
The Crucible!  Kevin did it!

DRAX starts to back away.

DOCTOR (CONT'D) <898>
Drax, what's the matter?

DRAX <899>
It's too late!  It's about to start
the chain reaction!

DOCTOR <900>
What chain reaction?  I though it
was a bomb.

DRAX <901>
It ignites the very elements of the
planet's makeup.

KATHY <902>
You mean it turns the Earth into the
bomb?!

DRAX <903>
And there is no stopping it now. 
I'm sorry, Doctor, Kathy.  I would
have given you the chance to escape
if you wanted.  Now it's too late. 
Good bye.  Good luck.

Drax leaves

DOCTOR <904>
Drax!  How do you deactivate it?! 
Drax!!!

(CONTINUED)
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33 CONTINUED: (3) 33

KATHY <905>
Doctor, we have to do something!

The DOCTOR races to the Crucible.

DOCTOR <906>
It's designed to work with the
elements of a planet.  Rock.  Mineral. 
If it doesn't touch any of
that...maybe it won't start the chain
reaction.

KATHY <907>
You're going to hold it up?

The DOCTOR tries to lift the Crucible.

DOCTOR <908>
(Straining)

It's too heavy!

KATHY <909>
It's just a ring!

DOCTOR <910>
It's more than that now.  It has the
power of a molten core!

KATHY <911>
I'll help!

DOCTOR <912>
No, Kathy, get out of here!  The
chain reaction is started by a
detonation!  It will kill you!

KATHY <913>
It's going to kill you!

DOCTOR <914>
It's my responsibility.

KATHY <915>
No, it's mine.  We do this together,
or I do it alone.

DOCTOR <916>
Kathy...

(CONTINUED)
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33 CONTINUED: (4) 33

KATHY <917>
(Straining)

Lift!  Keep it from touching the
ground!  Lift!!!

The Crucible reaches critical and detonates in a huge
explosion.

FADE OUT:

Cliffhanger

FADE IN:

34 34EXT. KEVIN'S HOUSE - LATER
(DOCTOR, KEVIN)

The DOCTOR, horribly burned, makes his way to KEVIN's house
and KNOCKS on the door.

DOCTOR <918>
(Ragged breathing)

KEVIN (O.S.) <919>
(From inside)

Who's there?

Another knock.

KEVIN (O.S.) (CONT'D) <920>
Who's there?

DOCTOR <921>
It's the Doctor!

KEVIN (O.S.) <922>
Doctor

KEVIN opens the door

KEVIN (CONT'D) <923>
(Started gasp)

Your face!  What happened?!

DOCTOR <924>
Get back!

KEVIN <925>
Doctor, what happened?

(CONTINUED)
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34 CONTINUED: 34

DOCTOR <926>
I went to the warehouse.  Drax was
there.

KEVIN bring the DOCTOR inside

MOVE TO:

35 35INT. KEVIN'S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS
(DOCTOR, KEVIN)

KEVIN <927>
So it was a trap.  I told you!

DOCTOR <928>
I couldn't let him take her.  What
would you have done in my place, let
her die?

KEVIN <929>
I don't know.  But you stay put. 
I'm calling the Brigadier!

DOCTOR <930>
No!  It's too late.  I'm already
dying.  The Brigadier won't make it
in time.

KEVIN <931>
Don't argue!  Stay put!

DOCTOR <932>
Everything is happening so quickly
now.

KEVIN <933>
What are you talking about?

DOCTOR <934>
My time...is at an end.  And I must
accept the responsibilities of my
duties.  It is time.

KEVIN <935>
Time?

DOCTOR <936>
It is time...at last.

DOCTOR regenerates.

(CONTINUED)
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35 CONTINUED: 35

DOCTOR (CONT'D) <937>
Hello Kevin.  W-what are you staring
at?

Cliffhanger.  Roll credits

END OF SHOW
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